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1) Looking at these inspirational photos, and keeping in mind other places you’ve
been, in your opinion what is the most important element or feature you would like us
to incorporate into the downtown Vision? (one word answers)

2) Think back to some of your most unforgettable experience in the public realm –
what was it about that space that made it unforgettable? What was the experience
like?  How did it make you feel? (one word)

3) Why do you currently go to Downtown San Carlos?

4) When you go the 700 block, today, what draws you there? Specifically, what is the
reason you currently go to this location? (One word answer.)

5) The City has been hearing many comments and support for closing the 700 block
permanently. Do you agree yes or no?

6) What is your highest priority for public spaces in the downtown area? (Select one.)

7) Please rank the amenities in order of importance to you in the downtown core.
(Rank all where #1 is the MOST important.)

8) I would like to see more of the following in Downtown (select all that apply):

9) What types of programs or entertainment would you
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like to see downtown? (Select all that apply.)

10) Which is your preferred 700 block option?

11) I would go downtown more often __________. (Select two.)



Wordcloud poll

1) Looking at these inspirational photos, and keeping in mind other places
you’ve been, in your opinion what is the most important element or feature
you would like us to incorporate into the downtown Vision? (one word
answers)
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Wordcloud poll

2) Think back to some of your most unforgettable experience in the public
realm – what was it about that space that made it unforgettable? What was
the experience like?  How did it make you feel? (one word)
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Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

3) Why do you currently go to Downtown San
Carlos?
(1/2)
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Eat
91 %

Shop
82 %

Work
19 %

Services (auto repair, tailor, nail salon, etc.)
47 %

Farmers Market or Special Events
68 %



Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

3) Why do you currently go to Downtown San
Carlos?
(2/2)

0 5 7

To catch the Train or bus on ECR
33 %

I live Downtown
4 %

To visit Laurel Street
56 %

None of the above
0 %



Wordcloud poll

4) When you go the 700 block, today, what draws you there? Specifically,
what is the reason you currently go to this location? (One word answer.)
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Multiple-choice poll

5) The City has been hearing many comments
and support for closing the 700 block
permanently. Do you agree yes or no?
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Yes
77 %

No
23 %



Multiple-choice poll

6) What is your highest priority for public spaces
in the downtown area? (Select one.)
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I want to enjoy a public space and the sense of community
62 %

I want to go somewhere with my kids
5 %

I want to be able to eat lunch outside
18 %

I would like events and programs
15 %



Ranking poll

7) Please rank the amenities in order of
importance to you in the downtown core. (Rank
all where #1 is the MOST important.)
(1/2)
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1. Tree canopy
6.43

2. Open air with some shade covering
6.22

3. Lawn or landscaping
5.33

4. Movable furniture (tables, chairs, umbrellas)
5.22

5. Stage/music venue
4.86



Ranking poll

7) Please rank the amenities in order of
importance to you in the downtown core. (Rank
all where #1 is the MOST important.)
(2/2)

0 5 1

5. Bistro lighting
4.86

7. Public Art
4.77

8. Fountain/ Water feature
3.88

9. Area where children can play
3.43



Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

8) I would like to see more of the following in
Downtown (select all that apply):
(1/2)
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Outdoor dining
48 %

Street furnishings
68 %

Plazas
73 %

Public art
68 %

Wayfinding (signs w/direction, distance)
30 %



Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

8) I would like to see more of the following in
Downtown (select all that apply):
(2/2)
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Street trees
70 %

Bicycle parking
35 %

Other
8 %



Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

9) What types of programs or entertainment
would you like to see downtown? (Select all that
apply.)
(1/2)
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Music events
75 %

Kid friendly programs
41 %

Theater/Performance pop up events
62 %

Cultural or art exhibits
70 %

Movies on the plaza/square
46 %



Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

9) What types of programs or entertainment
would you like to see downtown? (Select all that
apply.)
(2/2)
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Activities/yoga, tai chi, qi gong
35 %

Chess, backgammon, game night
37 %



Multiple-choice poll

10) Which is your preferred 700 block option? 0 6 4

Flexible Closure
9 %

Widened Sidewalk
22 %

Plaza Option
64 %

Pre-2020 Option
5 %



Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

11) I would go downtown more often __________.
(Select two.)
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If there was a permanent plaza / public gathering spaces
75 %

If there were wider sidewalks with adjacent parking
27 %

If I could drive down the 700 block, like before 2020
12 %

For Farmer’s Market and for other cool /fun events
64 %

Other
7 %


